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Nature and Human Personality 2000 this is a most interesting book that combines psychology with homeopathy philip bailey describes in depth the personality profiles of some 35
polychrests the last pages of the book cover a mix of psychological astrology and homeopathy when he explores the elements and some polychrests bailey provides detailed
information on 35 major types giving insight on diagnosis mental and emotional traits and physical characteristics his broad profiles of major constitutional remedies give the reader a
good overall picture of the personality type and therefore ways of remembering facts about the archetype by having a unifying theory for each remedy
Homeopathic Psychology 1995-11-30 there is no better way to be introduced to the richness and healing powers of homÅ opathy than through an understanding of the major
archetypes catherine r coulter s portraits of homÅ opathic medicines in depth analyses of the major homÅ opathic personality types have been translated into several languages and are
internationally hailed as classics volume 1 and volume 2 were both chosen by the independent of london as best books of the year in the category of non fiction 1986 and 1988 the
reviewer noted if you are interested in the basic human types out of which we are all made up then this book is for you ms coulter is a masterly psychologist who writes enchantingly
volume 1 contains portraits of phosphorus calcarea carbonica lycopodium sepia sulphur pulsatilla arsenicum album lachesis and natrum muriaticum
Portraits of Homoeopathic Medicines: & 2. Psychophysical analyses of selected constitutional types 2002-01-01 providing an understanding of the nature of the archetypal form patterns
that express themselves in the similarity between substance and psychosomatic dynamics this collection explores why this similarity is a basic factor in the healing process
Psyche and Substance 1993-01-12 the most coomon personality types recognizes by homeopathic practitioners are brought to life in this new book by an insightful physician and
homeopath these thirty five typologies are described in light of common behaviors primary emotional tendencies internal conflicts and spiritual issues that each of them face
Portraits of Homoeopathic Medicines 1998 commonly dismissed as mystical by scientists archetypes were described by jung as biological entities which have evolved through
natural selection and which if they exist at all must be amenable to empirical study anthony stevens has discovered the key to opening up this long ignored scientific approach to the
archetype
Homeopathy Psychology Personality Profiles of the Major Constitutional Remedies 2002-01-01 the seven archetypes of artisan sage server priest warrior king and scholar have always
existed in every society and everyone belongs to one of these groups thousands of people around the world have used this system to discover their true nature and to find fulfillment
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Archetype 2013-04-15 are you boundless in your vision but find it hard to focus on one thing at a time are you quick to process information yet have a sharp tongue that can cut others
to shreds or maybe you re a social butterfly but find yourself burning out easily these questions and 20 others will connect your personality to one of five time tested wellness
archetypes the visionary the artist the transformer the pacifist or the rock one you discover your archetype you ll better understand yourself and how to channel your perosnality triats
to elevate your mental physical and emotional health combining ayurvedic principles and the tactical analytical brain of a lawyer lisa grazan eliminates the overwhelming guesswork of
holistic wellness and provides actionable practices rooted in ancient wisdom you ll find customized prescriptions for thinking feeling eating and moving so you can achieve the most
successful results based upon your unique character traits take the wellness archetype quiz today so that you can reveal your personality and master your health
7 Personality Types 2009-08-15 in understanding such things as the role of the shadow in healing the relationship between the ego and the transpersonal self and the application of
dream analysis medical practitioners can better address present day health challenges included are client interview techniques natural remedies and a bibliography and glossary of
jungian terms
Science of the Archetype 2015 a comprehensive personality profiling manual with over 100 archetypes to determine a person s unique combination of 13 archetypes for their life
map a unique system that provides a wide ranging tool to understand personality develop tolerance build self acceptance and maximise a person s special talents
The 5 Wellness Archetypes 2019-11-05 the many correlations between philosophical concepts in eastern belief systems and the thought and practice of classical homeopathy have
never been thoroughly explored the homeopathy content of the arguments presented is mainly though not exclusively classical homeopathy that is to say the method that emerges
from the original founder samuel hahnemann and proceeds to the present day with a belief where possible in one single similimum remedy for the treatment of disease the eastern
belief systems addressed are hinduism buddhism taoism and jainism relevant detours include the mystical aspects of islam as expressed in sufism and points of contact with christian
faith chapters include fundamental concepts the vital force the interrelated universe holism the pathological self imbalance disease and its symptoms miasmatic pathology remedies



potentization cure the purification of consciousness homeopathy and the coronavirus
Dreams, Symbols, and Homeopathy 2003-09-08 providing an understanding of the nature of the archetypal form patterns that express themselves in the similarity between
substance and psychosomatic dynamics this collection explores why this similarity is a basic factor in the healing process
Nature and Human Personality 2000-01-01 integrative addiction and recovery offers an authentic model of comprehensive integrative modalities germane and specific to the field of
addiction and recovery treatment although many treatment services for addiction include holistic alternative or integrative in their descriptions they contain no substantive programs or
services consistent with the mind body spirit paradigm contained within the integrative approach to health and healing consequently many patients do not have the opportunity to
benefit from the true spirit of an integrative approach within the discipline of addition and recovery medicine this book sets the standard for a bona fide integrative approach for others
to follow providing information that is immediately useful in clinical practice and rigorously evidence based authored by world class experts in the field of addiction medicine integrative
addiction and recovery presents both scientific and holistic data regarding a wide variety of holistic and conventional approaches to the treatment of substance abuse and behavioral
addictions its chapters cover both conventional and holistic treatment and provide background for each of the major classes of drugs of abuse including opiates alcohol tobacco
stimulants sedative hypnotics hallucinogens and marijuana it also includes chapters on the topics of food addiction and behavioral addictions such as gambling and shopping the
authors explore the major holistic modalities providing background and theory in areas like acupuncture traditional chinese medicine homeopathy aromatherapy and ayurvedic
medicine while at the same time providing spiritual approach chapters on shamanism and ibogaine as well as more conventional issues with a holistic view including co occurring
disorders and psychosocial treatment and group support the very complex issue of chronic pain and addiction is also addressed along with relapse prevention strategies
The Archetypes 2004 this is a wonderfully succinct book which sets forth the history essence and methodology of homeopathy the book is well organized in 5 major sections there is a
very thorough overview of the precepts and tenets of the practice its historical origins a detailed and well covered biography of samuel hahnemann and a review of the politics of the
allopathy v homeopathy debate it is further embellished with copious annotations an appendix with an actual case history and a very fine reference for homeopathic resources such as
organizations suppliers and other texts covering a variety of related topics call it a perfect homeopathy 101 text if you will the author makes a very even handed presentation of the
material including the politics of medicine as they have evolved in the usa over the past century
Eastern Belief Systems and Classical Homeopathy 2023-04-01 since the 1980s james hillman the best selling author and founder of archetypal psychology has written and lectured
extensively on the presence of animals in our conscious and unconscious lives volume 9 of the uniform edition of the writings of james hillman unites for the first time his papers and
lectures on the subjects of animals including animal kingdom in the human dream 1982 dream animals 1997 culture and the animal soul 1994 1997 and learning from animals 1999
Psyche and Substance 1993-01-12 nothing is ever coincidental everything happens for a reason reason is around and within each one of us learn to create the reason within george
spiric fraxon this book is a work on the discovery of the energy of life it has been forty years old and it reveals to you the potentials of spiritual energy that has not been known so far by
identifying the power you will be able to put all your potentials at the maximum and put into the function of the present moment and a healthy and effective functioning getting a
chance for big changes go to your eternity let s be the creator of our future gsf
Integrative Addiction and Recovery 2018-11-13 uniquely approaches the subject of homeopathy by demonstrating how the theoretical principles underpinning practice directly
translate to day to day practice contents include homepathic theory and the need for an evidence base homeopathic drug provings and the materia medica the production and use of
homeopathic medicines and use of homeopathy by different healthcare providers working in a variety of global settings
Homeopathy: The Great Riddle 2012-12-18 in the mystery of personality a history of psychodynamic theories acclaimed professor and historian eugene taylor synthesizes the field s first
century and a half into a rich highly readable account taylor situates the dynamic school in its catalytic place in history re evaluating misunderstood figures and events re creating the
heady milieu of discovery as the concept of mental science dawns across europe revisiting the widening rift between clinical and experimental study or the couch and the lab as early
psychology matured into legitimate science gradual but vital evolutions form the heart of this chronicle the ebb and flow of analytic theory and practice the shift from doctor centered to
client centered therapy the movement from exclusionary to multidisciplinary the evolving role of the therapist and as can be expected from the author there is special emphasis on the
sublime in psychology the philosophy psychology fusion of the new england transcendentalists the battle between spiritualism and science in 1880s america and early versions of today



s spiritually attuned therapies pivotal concepts and key individuals covered are charcot janet and the origins of dynamic personality theory in the so called french swiss english and
american psychotherapeutic axis person and personality william james s radical empiricism the rise of psychoanalysis freud the freudians and the neo freudians adler and jung who
were never students of freud toward within and beyond the self murray allport and lewin at harvard in the 30s culture and personality pastoral counseling and gestalt psychology in new
york in the 40s and 50s an existential humanistic and transpersonally oriented depth psychology in the 60s the current era science confronts itself as neuroscience enters the picture
students of psychology and its history will find in this inspiring narrative both possibilities for further study and a new appreciation of their own work the mystery of personality a history
of psychodynamic theories is a stimulating course conducted by a master teacher
Animal Presences 2008-08-15 consists of 161 toxicological profiles and 9 interaction profiles this cd rom characterizes the toxicologic and adverse health effects information for the
specific hazardous substances peer reviewed profiles this work is fully indexed and can be searched easily and cross profiled
Portraits of Homoeopathic Medicines: Expanding views of the materia medica 2002-01-01 nothing is ever coincidental everything happens for a reason reason is around and
within each one of us learn to create the reason within george spiric fraxon this book is a work on the discovery of the energy of life it has been forty years old and it reveals to you the
potentials of spiritual energy that has not been known so far by identifying the power you will be able to put all your potentials at the maximum and put into the function of the present
moment and a healthy and effective functioning getting a chance for big changes go to your eternity let s be the creator of our future gsf
The Secret Codes of Hypnosis 2020-09-29 dana ullman one of the leading advocates of homeopathic medicine has produced a comprehensive lucid introduction to this branch of
complementary medicine covering the history and the philosophy of homeopathy as well as scientific evidence supporting its effectiveness for a variety of conditions a detailed
discussion of the effectiveness and the limits of homeopathy in the treatment of infectious disease allergies chronic diseases psychological conditions and dentistry as well as its
applications in pregnancy and labor women s health pediatrics and sports medicine follows
Homeopathic Practice 2008 in the alchemy of healing dr edward c whitmont explores the major themes of illness health and the practice of medicine uniquely qualified by his
personal associations with such pioneers as carl jung m esther harding karl konig elizabeth wright hubbard and g b stearns whitmont takes a daring plunge into the paradoxes of
homeopathic medicine psychoanalytic transference quantum physics and the gaia hypothesis deftly exploring such subjects as jungian synchronicity alchemy the i ching and the law of
similars he hints at the unknown principles fusing organism planet and cosmos and at a healing principle so profound it is written in both the stars and the sub molecular traces of
molecules in this landmark work that addresses for the first time in our century the esoteric role of the physician in the drama of life and death whimont provides a forum for one of the
most neglected voices of western civilization that of disease revealing how it is our own abandoned and depreciated voice in challenging the myth of mechanical medicine he provides a
clue as to how we might yet heal ourselves and our planet
The Mystery of Personality 2009-07-07 how can controversy promote mutual respect in analytical psychology analytical psychology is a broad church and influences areas such as
literature cultural studies and religion however in common with psychoanalysis there are many different schools of thought and practice which have resulted in divisions within the field
controversies in analytical psychology picks up on these and explores many of the most hotly contested issues in and around analytical psychology a group of leading international
jungian authors have contributed papers from contrasting perspectives on a series of key controversies some of these concern clinical issues such as what helps patients get better or
how closely analysts should work with the transference other contributions focus on the relationship between analytical psychology and other disciplines including evolutionary theory
linguistics politics and religion a critical eye is cast over jungian theories and practices and a number of questions are raised are they homophobic do they denigrate women do they
confuse absolute with narrative truth are the frequency of sessions chosen for political rather than clinical reasons controversies in analytical psychology encourages critical thinking on
a variety of issues helping foster dialogue and investigation in a climate of mutual respect and understanding it will be invaluable for jungian analysts and psychoanalysts in training and
practice and psychotherapists
Divided Legacy 1973 every day millions of people turn to books online dating sites and marriage counselors with one goal in mind to find and keep the romantic partner of their dreams
in elemental love styles counselor astrologer and interfaith minister dr craig martin gives readers the tools to identify and work with their unique roles and desires and maximize their
romantic relationships as a result using the language of the four elements readers easily identify their element and embrace their deeper needs for love creative fire who desires



recognition intellectual air who flourishes with freedom emotional and intuitive water who thrives with reassurance and practical earth who is dependable strong and solid packed with
tips tools and examples elemental love styles will help anyone wanting to create and maintain a deep personal and lasting relationship beginning with loving yourself elemental love
styles does not judge readers or their partners for being who they are but rather opens up possibilities for compatibility and happiness with a perspective set on love and collaboration
readers gain self knowledge and cooperative skills not just tools and tricks for temporary fixes regardless of who we are or what kind of relationship we desire dr martin affirms that we
each have the opportunity for relationship happiness when we understand our own deeper need for love
The 7 Energies of Life 2019-04-06 defines obsolete archaic medical terminology as well as modern terms found in homeopathic literature
Discovering Homeopathy 1993-01-01 dreams to a homoeopath are often time quite guiding they give us a far better insight into the deeper nature of our patient than many of the so
called symptoms that crop up and float on the surface to meet out superficial gaze
The Alchemy of Healing 1996-01-01 fulfilling manuel córdova s promise of another story f bruce lamb s rio tigre and beyond recounts an unparalleled amazonian adventure completing
the life story of manuel córdova rios who at the beginning of the 20th century was abducted by native american tribals to be trained as their new shaman here he remembers the rest of
his life a series of missions and adventures guided by his pre columbian training but in the context of the upper amazonian peruvian river city of iquitos in a world intricately changed by
its millennial contact with the imported columbian civilization
Controversies in Analytical Psychology 2003-09-02 originally published middletown conn wesleyan university press 1973
Skizzen homöopathischer Arzneimittel 2003 compares the enneagram of personality types with other psychological character typing systems and discusses of the origins of each type
Elemental Love Styles 2010-02-02 the zurich congress marked a return to the origins of analytical psychology here it was that c g jung lived for the first six decades of this century
and developed the school of psychology he came to be known for here too is where many of today s jungian analysts from all over the world received their training and their initiation
into the profession as this collection of the complete proceedings attests the theme of open questions drew a bountiful array of intriguing responses and this to the largest gathering of
jungian analysts ever more than 800 in all
Yasgur's Homeopathic Dictionary, and Holistic Health Reference 1998 this commemorative volume on the life and influence of emanuel swedenborg 1688 1772 includes a pictoral
biography and essays on topics ranging from swedenborg in the arts and psychology to examinations of his science and descriptions of the places he lived and worked this is the most
comprehensive book about emanuel swedenborg in print
Dreams and Their Homoeopathic Medicines 2003 enter the mysterious inner world of the bird kingdom via the powerful process of homeopathic provings homeopathic remedies taken
from 15 different individual birds are elucidated as to their key features symbolism natural history and prominent rubrics allowing homeopathic practitioners to quickly and easily
identify them cases and previously unpublished provings of the newer remedies are included remedy characteristics of the bird family as a whole are also brought to life making quick
identification of this class possible
Rio Tigre and Beyond 1985 the revised and expanded third edition of the bestselling guide to understanding borderline personality disorder with advice for communicating with and
helping the borderline individuals in your life after more than three decades as the essential guide to borderline personality disorder bpd the third edition of i hate you don t leave me
now reflects the most up to date research that has opened doors to the neurobiological genetic and developmental roots of the disorder as well as connections between bpd and
substance abuse sexual abuse post traumatic stress syndrome adhd and eating disorders both pharmacological and psychotherapeutic advancements point to real hope for success in
the treatment and understanding of bpd this expanded and revised edition is an invaluable resource for those diagnosed with bpd and their family friends and colleagues as well as
professionals and students in the field and the practical tools and advice are easy to understand and use in your day to day interactions with the borderline individuals in your life
Regeneration Through Violence 2000
Character and Neurosis 1994
Library Journal 2000
Zürich 95: Open Questions in Analytical Psychology 1997
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